
Instructions for Jab Planter

Getting you oriented to your new planter   

The side with the clear cover is the seed side.  
  The side with the orange gear is the fertilizer side. 

Adjusting the seed depth.  

1. Remove the two bolts from the foot. 
2. Place bolts according to chart which uses the number of holes 

that are visible.   

Exposed Holes Seed Depth
3          1.5”
2          2”
1          2.5”
0          3” 

Changing the Seed Roller

1. Locate the small catch on the
clear cover.  

2. Squeeze to release the latch then
turn counter-clockwise until tabs
on cover are free to come out of
planter.  

3. Remove white top gear, steel
washer and seed roller.  
Note top gear and bottom gear
are NOT interchangeable. 

4. Move the bottom gear to new
roller. Then replace new seed
roller and gear assembly.   

5. To replace simply reverse these
 steps. Be sure that all 3 tabs on
clear cover are fully in planter
before turning it clockwise to 
re-latch the cover.  
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Select the seed roller

It is very important to choose a seed roller that your seeds fit into properly. This unit comes with 
multiple seed rollers which have different indentation or pocket sizes, so it can handle a wide variety of
seeds. It is NOT intended for very small seeds (like carrot or lettuce) or for very large seeds (like lima 
beans).

Spread out a handful of you seed, and choose a few of the larger ones. Choose a seed roller that allows 
a single seed to fit comfortably into the indentation or pocket. It is OK for a 
small portion of the seed to be outside the pocket.

Install the seed roller according the following instructions. Then put a few 
handfuls of seeds into the hopper and test the unit. Setting a brick into an old 
cookie sheet is a great method. Pump the seeder on the brick 10 times to see 
if it deposits 10 seeds. If many less are deposited, select a larger seed roller. It
is better to plant a few too many seeds than not planting enough.

Adjusting number of seeds to plant with each jab

For 1 seed - the gate goes in closest to the center of planter (furthest away from clear cover)
For 2 seeds - the gate goes towards outside of the planter (closest to the clear cover) 
For 3 seeds - gate stays out of planter (be sure to store it somewhere safe that it will not get lost!)

Adjust the amount of fertilizer 

1. Loosen the wing nut 

2. Move the barrel to the desired 
position. Re-tighten the wing nut.

   Barrel Exposure      Teaspoons/Stroke
       0” 1/10
       0.5” 1
    1” 2

1.5” 3  
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1. Push gate from back of planter to
release it. Then pull gate straight 
out from front of planter.

2. Put the gate back in the left or 
right space to get proper number 
of seeds. 
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